
Survey: Nason Street Corridor Visioning Study
 
Question: What would you like to see in the Nason Street Corridor?

 
Medical Office : 15

 
Bike Infrastructure : 19

 
Pedestrian Infrastructure : 23

 
Single Family Development : 11

 
Multi Family Development : 4

 
Multi Use Development : 16

 
Other : 14

 
Question: What are the most important issues facing the Nason Street Corridor today?

 
Traffic(4)

 
Traffic and the lack of shopping south of Alessandro.

 
Traffic congestion.

 
Traffic control and landscape.

 
Truck traffic

 
Uneven size of the streets but that's being worked on now.

 
Backed traffic during scool times hard to get into Target center

 
Better traffic flow for cars, bikes and pedestrians. A lack of higher end

restaurants near Nason, and freeway.

 
Boys and Girls Club or some sort of after school youth type organization.

 
Choosing the right development.
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Construction delays

 
Developer not developing the medical corridor as promised. City has put the

infrastructure in and it is ready to build on. Why hasn't some thing been

started after a huge expenditure by the city?

 
Development must be appropriate for a family living environment--no

warehouses, distribution centers, or strip malls.

 
employment development

 
Free-flowing traffic with synchronized traffic signals.

 
Fully widen lanes all the way down Nason.

 
I wasn't aware of any issues.  It seems to be coming along nicely.

 
I would like to see a few high end stores. I travel all the way to South Coast

Plaza to shop, sometimes to Irvine. But with warehouses on the rise this is a

dream. But could change if the city council wanted to look to the future of

the city.

 
It could be a central corridor showcasing Moreno Valley's strengths, and it

could also be used to pull in a stronger economy that's not solely based on

retail and/or warehousing.  I would like to see Moreno Valley draw more

medical/technology business and the Nason corridor is ripe to take

advantage of this with all the land available.  However, it's important to

beautify it as well, so a ped/bike infrastructure along with park area would be

a great use of some of the space.

 
Keep it with open spaces and parks/gardens, etc.

 
Lack of influence by one developer

 
Lack of sidewalks

 
lots of traffic

 
Most of land is is empty..
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NA

 
No more homes!  Need better grocery stores and non-corporate restaurants.

 
Poor long term planning. Lack of ANY facilities on the east end of town.

Land locked in with over construction of residential housing.

 
Safety

 
sidewalks are very narrow in this town and street lights are not very bright.

 
Sidewalks!

 
The lights aren't timed and traffic backs up often.

 
the whole city is inundated with traffic, especially truck traffic. Anything to

mitigate that would be helpful

 
There is nothing there.

 
Time getting the job completed to aid with flow of traffic/congestion on the

road!

 
too few lanes

 
Question: What might improve the appearance of this segment of Nason Street?

 
A Whole Foods!  I'd love the option to get organic, cruelty-free meats, and

other specialty food items.  So sick of the fast food and corporate chain

restaurants.  Would love a brewery and a gastropub!!  Currently I have to go

to Riverside for all my needs.  Would be great for our city to provide this.

 
Access from the freeway. When you turn onto Nason street you should see

trees and scrubs that are colorful without those flag banners that make

Sunnymead Blvd look like a third world city.  An atmosphere of tranquility,

making you want to shop and feel safe.

 
Add a park along the corridor, as well as bike/ped paths and green area

bordering the street.

 
Adding shopping, movie theater, sit down dining similar to tgethe shops on
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day street

 
an additional public library, bike trails through open lots

 
Bike lanes, additional landscaping and higher end restaurants.

 
Define SEGMENT/ CORRIDOR......... whereas input from residents is certainly

encouraging unless you define the parameters of your questions they mean

nothing. Are we looking at the area north of Alessandro to the 60 or south to

Iris or all of it or who the hell knows?????

 
Landcsaping.

 
Landscape always makes an area look nicer

 
Landscape.  Plenty of trees to make it more "home style" and inviting.  The

small town feel.

 
landscaping

 
Landscaping.  Hardscaping.

 
Less big-rig trucks

 
Lighting

 
Mature flowering trees (Cherry?) and stone walls and/or structures.

 
More landscaping

 
More landscaping!

 
much wider sidewalks, brighter street lights, more night life type businesses

such as street front stores, sidewalk cafes, comedy clubs etc.

 
n/a

 
NA

 
Not sure.
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Parks, gardens, etc.

 
Plants, flowers.. New development

 
Re-paving streets ,side walks,landscaping,trees.

 
Side walks

 
Sidewalk

 
Sidewalks and lighting.

 
Sidewalks and Pedestrian crossing and Biker lanes!

 
sidewalks and trees

 
Some medical buidings.

 
Trees along the street.

 
Trees but I don't think it's an option.

 
Trees!

 
Trees, shrubs

 
Trees, Trees, and Trees

 
We need a new mall in Moreno valley or remodulation of the new one

specially the horrible sign we have for the current one

 
Well lighted, clean and manicured along the road, no warehouses taking

large segments of land.

 
you have to consider water shortages, and traffic problems, so pedestrian

and cycling access to amenities in a drought tolerant manner.

 
Question: What trips have you taken using your car in the past five days?
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Grocery Store : 29

 
Post Office : 13

 
Work : 24

 
Park : 8

 
School : 8

 
Doctor or Dentist : 13

 
Restaurant : 23

 
Movies : 5

 
Shopping : 25

 
Question: What current challenges do you feel prevents you from walking or biking in

the area?

 
Lack of nighttime lighting : 3

 
Distance from amenities : 6

 
Lack of infrastructure (bike paths, sidewalks, crosswalks, etc.) : 7

 
Physical limitations : 2

 
Lack of time : 1

 
Safety : 7

 
Road safety (traffic speed, distracted drivers) : 12

 
Question: Are there any examples of good neighborhoods or bike / pedestrian paths

that you have seen that you would like to see in this area?

 
don't know(2)
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not sure(2)

 
none(2)

 
Not anywhere near my house.

 
Bike and pedestrian paths like the ones along section of Moreno Beach.

 
Bike lanes for bikers

 
bike paths on Iris street are an example that i would like to see in the Nason

street corridor.

 
Canyon Springs area

 
Rancho Belago area has the best paths for pedestrians and for bikers.

 
Right off hand,  I'm not aware of anywhere.  Maybe we should set the bar,  if

possible.

 
Riverwalk area in Riverside.

 
Some of Moreno Beach and Iris has a good bike lane

 
Sunnymead Ranch

 
Temecula! Look at the area of Wolf Creek just to the east of the 15 freeway.

They have wide wandering sidewalk trails, trees, bushes, and it's kept clean.

Here I bought a bike to ride to work just four miles away and stopped due to

the stray dogs, pitbulls fence racing me, and the lack of bike lanes.

 
The bike paths along Iris Avenue are one of the best paths in the city. This

could be replicated on Nason Street.

 
The Sunnymead Ranch area is the best example of how a community should

be built in Moreno Valley!!

 
There are parts of Riverside that have the road painted for bike paths that are

really nice and make you want to bike. I have seen some plans the city has

for the future of the bike paths and I think there are right on track. I really

would like to see much wider sidewalks with tree covered areas for walking
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not just in parks.

 
THey're all in Riverside!

 
Victoria Avenue in Riverside

 
yes Hidden springs area

 
Hidden Springs

 
I do like the protected horse path between Oliver and Moreno Beach Drive on

Cactus. Easy to walk well maintained. Dog friendly.

 
I'm not familiar with any.

 
Indian St. Is perfect example, plenty room for walkers & bikers w children &

dogs. It's a 1 lane St.in both directions well good lighting & speed limit is 40

mph....!!!  We enjoy taking our walks w grandchildren down this st.

 
Iris and also sunnymead ranch

 
Irvine, California

 
Irvine, Newport Beach Trails

 
Keep big-rig trucks away from neighborhoods

 
Lack of lights in the evening and Safety both Road Safety and Safety in

regards to not seeing bumps in the sidewalk.

 
Lake perris

 
Landscape and pedestrian paths on Cactus/Moreno Beach/Iris

 
N/a

 
NA

 
Newport beach

 
Ni
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Comments

 
Number of Comments 0
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